
Shot Of Love
S1 Intense Care Mask



S H OT  O F  L O V E

Launched in August 2018, our S1 Intense Care Mask/Shot of 
Love is one of our most innovative products. Created to 
provide ongoing nourishment and continuous protection for 
each hair strand, the mask’s unique superfood ingredients 
are the core of a brand-new formula. While the super food 
ingredients helps to repair damage to the hair shaft, the rich 
emollients tackles dryness and frizz. The result sees the hair 
strengthened by an instant dose of moisture and left smooth 
and silky, without being weighed down. The S1 intensive care 
mask is also sulphate and paraben free. 

S1 Intensive
Care Mask
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Revolutionary technology,
one shot and you are in love!



Instructions for use:

The process couldn’t be easier. First, wash, towel dry and comb 
through your hair. Apply a small amount of the mask to your 
palms and massage it into the hair with your fingers. Leave it to 
penetrate at least 10 minutes, running a comb through your 
hair once more to ensure that all of the hair strands have been 
coated with the product. Then simply rinse the mask out and 
enjoy softer, stronger hair!

Ingredients: 

Aqua, Cetyl Alcohol, Ceteareth-25, Cetrimonium 

Chloride, Dimethicone, Chenopodium Quinoa Seed 

Extract, Bis-Aminopropyl Dimethicone, Capryly 

Methicone, Rosa Rugosa Flower Extract, Rosmari

nus Officinalis (Rosemary) Extract, Amodi

methicone, Behentrimonium Chloride, Persea Gra

tissima (Avocado) Oil, Parfum, Phenoxyethanol, 

Ascorbic Acid, Camellia Sinensis Leaf Extract, 

Cucurbita Pepo (Pumpkin) Seed Oil, Ethylhexyglyc

erin. SULPHATE AND PARABEN FREE.

Fall in love with your hair again
with the new S1 shot!
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Superfood
Therapy





Everyone has different opinions and perceptions of what 
beauty really is. At Seamless1, we set out to revolutionise 
the haircare industry by not only bringing the highest 
quality hair extensions to the market, but also by 
endeavouring to make beauty accessible and as a tool 
for boosting individual confidence and expression. We 
are passionate about diversity and uniqueness, and 
place absolute emphasis on creativity and innovation.  

At Seamless1, we believe in community. We are driven 
by our aim to empower hairstylists around the world and 
help them to deliver an excellent customer experience. 
As a global company currently operating in over 19 
countries, we not only welcome cultural differences, but 
actively draw inspiration from them. We truly believe 
that encouraging and celebrating authenticity creates a 
strong, passionate team and generates a positive image 
customers are happy to share. 

No Ordinary
Hair Extensions
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To ensure each of our certified Seamless1 specialists 
delivers a customer service and experience up to our 
premium standards, we provide an extensive, innovative 
training programme and marketing support.

By means of our training workshops and masterclasses 
led by our Head Educator, we transform hairdressers 
into master stylists. We believe that beauty should serve 
as a source of creativity, innovation and fulfilment and 
this drives us to give our best every day. 

As most social interactions are nowadays infused with 
visuals, we have championed social media, and 
particularly Instagram, as our primary marketing 
platform for showcasing in-salon transformations 
actually filmed by the stylists themselves. Our 
harnessing of such a valuable tool allows us to connect 
with our talented partner salons, increase cross-channel 
engagement and share the veritable masterpieces 
created by our hairstylists. High engagement, product 
tagging and positive feedback are testament to our 
emphasis on quality and  collaboration.
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info@seamless1.com   |   www.seamless1.com   |   +61 2 8958 4037  

   @seamless1         


